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Enter PM Imran Khan
It is like a dream come true - Imran Khan taking over as prime minister of Pakistan. A 22year old dream, a 22-year long struggle
against insurmountable odds, many flip-flops
on the way. But everything finally ending in a
signal victory.
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PSEs

White elephants of
Pakistan’s economy
Muhammad Jahangir

Public sector enterprises (PSEs) are a big drain on the national economy.
According to new data released by the State Bank of Pakistan, the mounting debt and liabilities of the Public Sector Entities (PSEs) touched Rs1.3
trillion during the fiscal year 2018.The previous PML-N government failed
to bring any reforms in the PSEs including Pakistan International Airlines
(PIA) and Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) which are burdened with huge loans.
The debt and liabilities of PSEs had gone up by over 23.5 percent on
annual basis, and was recorded at Rs1.05 trillion by June last year. Liabilities alone had swelled to Rs231.3 billion by June 2018. Similarly, the debt
of the PSEs had increased to Rs1068.2 billion at the end of June 2018 as
compared to Rs822.8 billion a year ago, showing an increase of almost
30 percent.
According to the official figures, PIA's debt has increased to Rs146 billion at the end of June 2018, as compared to Rs122.4 billion of a year ago.
The PIA still needs billions of rupees to meet its expenses as well as to
get new airplanes on lease. The debt of Pakistan Steel Mills remained at
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Rs43.2 billion. The PSM management is not in position to pay the salaries
to its employees. The federal government is paying salaries to the PSM's
workers from its own resources. The Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda) recorded an increase of over Rs49.8 billion in one year,
as its debt increased to Rs131.2 billion at the end of June 2018, which
was Rs81.4 billion a year ago. The Oil and Gas Development Corporation
(OGDC)'s debt was recorded at Rs4.3 billion by end of June 2018.The
Pakistan Railways, too, suffered a loss of 40 billion rupees in the fiscal
year ending June, 2018
All these entities were profitable at some point in time, having enjoyed
a monopoly or limited competition in their respective sectors, for decades.
But later they became a liability for the country. The reason for the reversal
is that although they are commercial entities meant to make a profit, these
entities are run like any other government department. Almost all of them
are run by some government ministry making them attractive targets for
politicians to milk them through various tactics.
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It is no secret that politicians often fill these entities with political appointments from their own constituencies. These appointees lack the required skills and are often totally redundant, only adding to the salary and
pension obligations of the respective organisations, besides being involved
in corruption. They also remain active politically and often form powerful
linkages inside these entities, blocking the way of any reform as we have
seen in the case of PIA and PSM where multiple attempts to privatize them
have failed because of stiff resistance from employees and their political
backers.
In today’s business environment where critical decisions have to be
made very quickly one cannot put their files in a bureaucratic process and
wait for months to get approval from secretaries and ministers, who work
at a snail’s pace. Moreover, they are not technically equipped nor do they
have relevant qualifications and experience to make such decisions. PIA
has to get approval from the prime minister to buy new planes. Where on
earth does this happens? All successful airlines around the world make
their own fleet decisions, purely based on business needs without the involvement of politicians. There are many airlines, railways and other organisations around the world which are hugely profitable despite belonging
wholly, or partially, to the public sector.
Needless to say, all public sector commercial organisations in Pakistan
can become profitable only if there is a political will to do the needful. The
first step towards this will be the de-politicisation of these entities. The state
needs to understand that commercial enterprises cannot be run like other
government departments and there is no room for political meddling in
business organizations. In today’s world, businesses are run by graduates
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of top-ranked business, engineering and technology schools and not by
traditional civil servants. Independent entities will be able to get talented
people by paying them in comparison with the private sector and tying their
employment benefits with their performance.
A CEO who is an industry leader in commercial aviation and is offered
pay and perks in line with the international aviation industry benchmarks
can surely turn the PIA around, if given necessary powers to make decisions purely based on the business needs of the airline. Besides running
their core operations smoothly and profitably these independent entities
will be able to utilize their huge resources to the optimum. For example,
Pakistan Post owns prime land in almost all cities around the country. A
single high rise building built on one of its plots, say in Lahore or Karachi,
can give it millions in rent every year. Similarly, all other organisations have
an enormous amount of resources, including land and other assets, lying
unutilised.
The previous PML-N government had promised but did not privatise
the loss-making PSEs including PIA, Pakistan Steel Mills and power sector
companies in the last five years. Now, the PTI has vowed to establish a
“wealth fund” to run the PSEs including PIA, PSM and others. These PSEs
would be run by appointing and empowering non-political and autonomous
boards instead of concerned ministries. The idea of a wealth fund is modelled on the concept of Khazanah in Malaysia, which is a sovereign wealth
fund of the government. It holds and manages selected commercial assets
of the government and undertakes strategic investments on behalf of the
nation. Nevertheless, the new government would have to create fiscal
space to clear the debt of PIA and PSM.
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Naya Pakistan

Enter PM
Imran Khan
Nasim Ahmed

It is like a dream come true - Imran Khan taking over as prime minister of
Pakistan. A 22-year old dream, a 22-year long struggle against insurmountable odds, many flip-flops on the way. But everything finally ending
in a signal victory.
The assumption of the office of prime minister by Imran Khan has many
underlying symbolic meanings. The 30-year old stranglehold of a corrupt
political elite has been broken and for the first time a representative of the
middle class has entered the corridors of power. ZA Bhutto despite all his
political rhetoric was a feudal lord, while Nawaz Sharif emerged as the
spokesman and guardian of the interests of the business class.
During the last 30 years, Nawaz Sharif and Zardari did nothing but loot
the public exchequer and transferred their illegal assets abroad, buying
properties and setting up businesses in foreign lands. Corruption was the
name of the game and misuse of public money was free for all for the
stalwarts of the two ruling parties – PML-N and PPP – in the last three
decades.
All state institutions were destroyed and mercilessly abused to fill the
coffers of the ruling elite. Budgets were allocated to mega projects for
quick kickbacks, while people’s basic needs – health, education, jobs,
housing – were badly neglected. Agricultural production stagnated and
the wheels of industry ground to a halt due to unaffordable cost of doing
business. Exports plummeted and foreign investors stopped coming to
Pakistan.
From a larger perspective, the vote for PTI is a vote against the malodorous anti-people status quo which benefited only a few thousand political families and their hangers-on. In the 2018 elections, for the first time
in our 70-year history, people were offered a credible alternative in the
form of the PTI and the voters went for it and rejected both PML-N and
PPP representing the interests of the rich and the powerful classes.
An outstanding feature of the vote in the 2018 elections is the wholesale rejection of the big names which have dominated national politics in
the last few decades. These include, among others, Asfandyar Wali Khan,
Maulana Fazlur Rehman, JI chief Sirajul Haq and many prominent leaders
of PML-N and PPP. Equally important is the fact that PTI won as many as
14 seats in Karachi, showing the voting preference of the Muhajir middle
class now totally disillusioned with the MQM brand of politics.
Given the accumulated frustrations of the last 70 years, expectations
from Imran Khan are naturally high. People hope that the PTI’s government would seriously undertake the formidable task of long overdue economic, social and political transformation. They hope to see Pakistan
turned into a progressive modern social welfare state.
The challenges before the new national leadership are many and complex. The first and foremost is the economy which is in a moribund state.
It is overburdened with debt so much so that it is not possible to make repayments without procuring more loans. The fiscal deficit is unmanageable and the gap between imports and exports has reached a historic high
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- around $35 billion. Our tax-to-GDP ratio at about 8.5-9 per cent is one
of the lowest in the world. State run entities like PIA, the PSM and power
distribution companies cause around an estimated loss of Rs3 trillion annually. Our public education system is in the worst shape compared to
other South Asian countries, while the health services are in a shambles.
The incoming government has also inherited a formidable array of foreign policy challenges as Pakistan is in the frontline of many regional and
global conflicts. While India is our perennial adversary, our proximity to
China, and CPEC’s growing profile in the region, has attracted US hostility. Our ties with Afghanistan, Iran and the ME countries need very careful
calibration.
Imran Khan’s speech after the election victory showed he is fully aware
of the exigencies of the situation, specially the need for national unity to
overcome economic challenges and bridge the political and social divide.
Surely, without ending political tension and polarization, it would not be
possible for the new government to strengthen the state institutions so
that they deliver the desired results.
The Doubting Thomases and political foes point to Imran Khan’s limitations as a person and a leader, such as his lack of administrative and
parliamentary experience and his inability to pay attention to details, his
inconsistent decision-making and poor management skills and, last but
not least, his dependence on electables and fat cats with a dubious past.
Imran Khan’s address to the nation as prime minster showed that his
heart and intentions are in the right place. His basic honesty and sincerity
to serve the people cannot be questioned. His simplicity as compared to
the regal style of his predecessor is a good augury for the future. In other
words, the waste and squandering of public money will be no more.
Out of power, Imran Khan built world class hospitals and universities.
In power he can surely do much more for the people of Pakistan.
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Slavery

The curse thrives in
the modern world
Nasim Ahmed

Slavery was outlawed many years ago, but millions of people around the
world are still living as slaves in various forms. A global survey released recently says that over 50 million people are living as slaves globally with the
largest number in India. Unlike historical definitions of slavery in which people were held as legal property, a practice that has been universally banned,
modern slavery is generally defined as human trafficking, forced labour,
bondage from indebtedness, forced or servile marriage or commercial sexual exploitation.
The report has revised its earlier estimate of people born into servitude,
trafficked for sex work, or trapped in debt bondage or forced labour to over
50 million from 36 million in 2014. According to the survey, the situation is
getting worse with global displacement and migration increasing vulnerability
to all forms of slavery.
Incidences of slavery were found in all 167 countries surveyed, with India
having an estimated 18.4 million slaves among its 1.3 billion population, topping the list. North Korea ranked as worst in terms of concentration with one
in every 20 people - or 4.4 percent of its 25 million population - in slavery
and state-sanctioned forced labour. Data shows that more than half the population of modern slaves are in five countries — India, with 18.35 million,
China 3.39 million, Pakistan 2.13 million, Bangladesh 1.53 million, and
Uzbekistan 1.23 million.
After North Korea, the next highest prevalence of slavery is found in
Uzbekistan - 3.97 percent, followed by Cambodia 1.65 percent, India 1.4
percent, and Qatar 1.36 percent. The countries with the lowest per capita
rates of modern slavery — defined as 0.02 percent of the population or less,
are: Luxembourg, New Zealand, Ireland, Norway, Denmark, Switzerland,
Austria, Sweden, Belgium, Australia, Canada, Spain, Britain, France, Germany and the United States.
The global slavery report also keeps a record of government actions and
responses to modern slavery. Of the 161 countries surveyed, 124 countries
have criminalised human trafficking in line with the UN Trafficking Protocol
and 96 have developed national action plans to coordinate government response. The governments leading the charge against modern slavery are
The Netherlands, the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Australia, Portugal, Croatia, Spain, Belgium and Norway.
In recent years, significant progress has been made by many governments to root out the curse. The UK government introduced the Modern
Slavery Act 2015 and has appointed an Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner. Ex-president Barack Obama closed a loophole in US law to ban the
importation of goods made with forced or child labour. Countries such as
Croatia, Montenegro, Brazil, Macedonia, the Philippines, Georgia, Moldova,
Albania and Jamaica are taking positive steps to end various forms of modern-day slavery.
According to the report, India has more people enslaved than any other
country but lately it has made some progress in introducing measures to
tackle the problem. It has criminalised trafficking, slavery, forced labour, child
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prostitution and forced marriage. The Indian government is currently tightening legislation against human trafficking, with tougher punishment for repeat offenders.
The report has placed Pakistan among the top five countries with the
highest rates of enslaved people. Slavery in Pakistan is mostly in the form
of debt bondage. The provinces of Punjab and Sindh are said to be hotbeds
of bonded labour, which is mainly found in the brick making, agriculture, and
carpet weaving industries. Recently it was estimated that the brick kiln industry employs around 4.5 million people across the country. The Human
Rights Commission of Pakistan in a recent report said that in Sindh and Punjab some bonded labourers in brick kilns are “either kept in captivity by
armed guards or their family members become virtual hostages.” The family
members, including young children, are chained to the cycle as the debt is
transferred to them in the case an adult worker dies or is disabled. Those
who manage to escape are often hunted and forced to return and pay off
the debt. This cycle is reinforced by contemporary agricultural policies which
give landlords privileged access to land, resources, and credit. The Human
Rights Watch says that the papers the illiterate haaris sign with the landlords
are often manipulated in such a way that the poor peasants remain in debt
for the whole of their lives.
The system of bonded labour should have ended in Pakistan after the
Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act was passed in 1992. But the landlords in Sindh and Punjab are still free to maltreat the slave workers working
on their farms or in brick kilns. Although more than two decades have
elapsed since the passage of the anti-bonded labour law, the shadows of
this abhorrent custom continue to blight the lives of millions of Pakistanis.
The situation has little changed since 2010, when the government devolved
most legislative and enforcement powers to the provinces though a constitutional amendment, including responsibility for labour, child protection, and
women’s protection. Brick kilns, for example, are now under the responsibility of provincial departments of labour, and half of the approximately
10,500 brick kilns in Punjab remain unregistered. Experts say that the government needs to act to tackle the problem, including by regulating the informal industries and enforcing anti-slavery laws such as the Bonded Labour
System Abolition Act of 1992.
There is an urgent need to devise an integrated national strategy with
accompanying resources to implement the anti-slavery laws. Some important steps in this regard should include more effective registration and regulation of brick kilns and other informal sector workplaces, ensuring that all
workers are paid the minimum wage. There is also a need to strengthen relevant government institutions such as the police, the FIA, social security,
labour and human resource departments and the judiciary to prevent slavery
and prosecute those involved in the crime. Hopefully, the report should pressure politicians to address this neglected issue. What we need is for politicians to not just pay lip-service to combat slavery, but to challenge the status
quo to empower labourers.
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The Punjab

The buzz about
Buzdar
Muhammad Hassan
Usman Buzdar’s election as the Punjab chief minister marks the end of the
Pakistan Muslim League’s 33-year rule in the province. He had joined the
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) just 100 days ago and rose to become the chief
minister of the biggest province of Pakistan. The big responsibility means he
will remain the focus of the media, people and his own party and he has no
option to falter.
He faces many challenges but lacks experience. He may not be novice in
politics but he was elected Member of the Punjab Assembly (MPA) for the first
time. The opposition is strong and people of his own party will resist him because they think the post should have been given to a seasoned politician of
the party. He cannot expect favours from Punjab Assembly Speaker Chaudhry
Pervaiz Elahi, who will concentrate on weakening other parties and strengthening his own. He had made his plan clear during his election as Punjab Assembly speaker. Punjab Governor Chaudhry Sarwar also has political
ambitions and influence in the party. He could also pose problems for him. He
is the second chief minister from south Punjab after Dost Muhammad Khosa
of the PML-N. Khosa was powerless and named only as a stopgap arrangement until the election of Shahbaz Sharif as chief minister. It is feared Usman
Buzdar has also been appointed temporarily. There are rumours that former
PTI Secretary General Jahangir Tareen will replace him after the Supreme
Court of Pakistan could set aside his disqualification. It is also being speculated that Jahangir Tareen and other senior members of the party will monitor
his performance.
Controversy started the moment he was appointed by PTI Chairman Imran
Khan after weeks of deliberations. News channels accused him of killing six
people and involvement in corruption cases in 1998. It was reported that a
murder case of six people was registered against him, his father and brother
by Border Military Police and it was settled through a jirga in 2000. It was said
sub clans of Buzdar tribe - Chakaranis and Ladwanis, had clashed during
local bodies elections in 1998. The Ladwanis were allegedly backed by
Usman Buzdar. The clash left six Chakarani tribesmen dead at the polling station of Goasani Sarbil. Later, the case was sent to an anti-terrorism court but
it was decided through a jirga. The jirga ordered the accused to pay Rs7.5
million to the families of the victims. He was also accused of facing corruption
cases in the National Accountability Bureau (NAB). However, Usman Buzdar,
the police and the NAB denied the charges. According to a police report, no
proof was found against Usman Buzdar and his father and they had been exonerated from the murders. It appeared the cases would derail his nomination
but sanity prevailed and a smear campaign fizzled out. According to the PTI,
the false propaganda was launched in the media at the behest of the PML-N
to malign the party.
It is to the credit of the PTI that it chose an unknown Usman Buzdar for
the prized post only 100 days of joining the party. His rise is unprecedented in
Pakistan’s history as no political party has ever nominated a newcomer to a
top post in such a short span of time. Analysts say Imran Khan has taken a
huge risk in a province which decides the fate of political parties in every election. Former Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif had created an impression
for himself of working day and night for the welfare of people. Usman Buzdar
will be the butt of criticism if he fails to show a better performance. His election
is also a message for activists of other parties, especially the PML-N, that
newcomers can only excel in the PTI. On the other hand, the PML-N named
Hamza Shahbaz for the post and made it clear that top slots only belong to
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the Sharif family and political workers come last on its priority list. On the other
hand, Buzdar is not related to Imran Khan or any other party leader. That
would be impossible in the PPP and the PML-N. His critics say it is being highlighted that he is the only MPA without electricity in his house in Dera Ghazi
Khan, but a list of 10 properties he owns and disclosed in his nomination papers submitted to the Election Commission of Pakistan is being ignored.
In his first address to the Punjab Assembly after his election, the chief minister said those questioning the merit of his nomination should understand
that belonging to one of the poorest areas of the Punjab qualified him for the
post. “My first priority is to bring good governance to the Punjab. We will also
improve our institutions. I promise today to break the status quo. All our MPAs
will be empowered and all of them will act like chief ministers in their own
areas," he said.
Usman Buzdar has become the first non-Muslim Leaguer who has become the Punjab chief minister since 1985. In the process, the PTI has become the only party that has ended the decades-long rule of the PML-N in
province. It began with the election of Nawaz Sharif as Punjab chief minister
33-years ago. In 1988, he was again elected as chief minister as a candidate
of the Islami Jamhuri Ittehad, a nine-party alliance, whose major component
was the Muslim League. He held the office until 1990. In 1990, Ghulam Hyder
Wyne, another Muslim Leaguer, was elected chief minister. He held the office
until 1992, when a revolt in his own parliamentary party deprived him of the
office and former Punjab Assembly speaker and another Muslim Leaguer,
Manzoor Ahmed Wattoo, was elected chief minister. He held the office till the
dissolution of the assemblies in 1993. After the 1993 election, the PPP bagged
the most seats in the Punjab but the Muslim League-Junejo, with only 16
seats, formed the government and Manzoor Wattoo once again became the
chief minister. He held the office till 1995, after which the PPP revolted against
him and he lost the slot. However, the PPP once again failed to form the government and another Muslim Leaguer, Arif Nakai, became the chief minister.
In the 1997 general election, the PML-N won and Shahbaz Sharif was elected
the chief minister. He continued till October 12, 1999, when Pervez Musharraf
toppled the PML-N government. After the 2002 election, Pervaiz Elahi, provincial president of the Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid (PML-Q), was elected
chief minister. In the 2008 elections, PML-N’s Dost Muhammad Khosa took
oath as chief minister. After two months, Shahbaz Sharif took oath as chief
minister after winning by-polls. He continued till 2018.
Sources say Usman Buzdar is not a stopgap arrangement and will not be
replaced any time soon. He will be given a free hand to perform and would
only be dislodged if he fails to deliver. As regards the chances of Jahangir
Tareen’s getting a clean chit from the Supreme Court, legal experts say the
court rarely overturns it verdict. Buzdar’s election aims to quell voices for a
separate province because the PTI is not in a position to amend law in the
National Assembly and it holds a bare minimum majority in the Punjab Assembly. A new province in south Punjab will deprive it of the right to rule in the
rest of the province, because most of its legislators won from the region. The
new chief minister will be directly monitored by Prime Minister Imran Khan.
He had monitored the performance of former Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Pervez Khattak, who was an ordinary politician, and almost wiped out all
parties in the election from the province. He wants to emulate the example in
the Punjab with a younger and more vibrant chief minister, with some adjustments to perform even better.
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Governance

Challenges to addressing
key issues of Pakistan
Raza Khan

The new government of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), spearheaded by
Prime Minister Imran Khan Niazi, has charted a well thought out road map
for governing the country in the next five years, but there are numerous challenges to overcome. The major issues which PM Imran Khan has pointed at
include pervasive corruption in the political-administrative culture and system,
economic meltdown, institutional collapse, improper natural resource management, among others. These obviously are huge challenges to the country
and its system. However, there are many obstacles in the way to addressing
these issues.
In the words of PM Imran Khan, he is going to wage a full-fledged war on
corruption because there is no option for his government and the country,
because the country cannot progress under corruption. However, even controlling corruption or financial misappropriation through misuse of power and
abuse of authority, let alone eliminating it, is a gargantuan task in the political-administrative culture of Pakistan.
There are various reasons for successive governments’ and regimes’ inability to contain corruption. First, important personalities of successive governments have been themselves involved in financial misappropriation by
abusing their authority and misusing power. It is important to note that three
elected government between 1988 and 1999, two-each of late prime minister
Benazir Bhutto and one of jailed prime minister Nawaz Sharif, were dismissed
by the then presidents on the charges of financial corruption. Third-time
elected former prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, was disqualified last year for
his involvement in the Panama corruption scandal.
The second most important reason for increasing financial corruption has
been the weakness and incapacity of institutions whose primary mandate
has been to control corruption. These institutions include, Anti-Corruption Department at the federal and provincial levels, National Accountability Bureau
(NAB), Federal Investigation Agency (FIA), Intelligence Bureau (IB), etc. The
main cause of weakness and lack of capacity of the institutions and department to control financial corruption and abuse of authority in Pakistan has
been their subservience to political governments. In other words, how can
government departments be expected to probe and bring to light financial
corruption of political leaders and public officials when the functionaries of
these departments are appointed by political governments? Resultantly, anticorruption or accountability departments, firstly, did not initiate probes into
cases of corruption and, secondly, if cases had been registered, they were
not actively and effectively investigated.
Now with PTI in the saddle and Imran Khan as chief executive of the
country, who does not have any single financial corruption case pending
against him in any court of law of the country, and with his most important
aim to end corruption in the country, there is ample possibility that controlling
corruption in the political-administrative culture of Pakistan has commenced.
However, for this PM Imran Khan and his team have to think out of the box,
because with existing institutions and functionaries it would be well-nigh impossible to firmly deal with the sources and forces of financial corruption.
Therefore, he has to bring some persons of immaculate integrity to serve as
the head of anti-corruption and accountability departments. Then, the federal
government has to extend all its authority and resources to the anti-corruption
and probing bodies so that the stalled case of corruption could be taken to a
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logical conclusion and new cases of corruption could be registered and expeditiously probed. It is also important to note that controlling corruption
through the existing top civilian bureaucracy of the country is impossible. Because most of these bureaucrats have been part of one regime or the other,
tainted with charges of financial corruption and many among them personally
involved in financial misappropriation.
Fixing the country’s economy suffering from stagflation that is stagnation
and inflation with dwindling foreign exchange reservoirs, yawning trade deficit
of $37 billion and far bigger current account deficit and a foreign debt of $ 95
billion is indeed a huge challenge. In this situation going to the international
financial institutions (IFIs) for a bailout package of $ 10 to $ 12 billion is the
only way out of the economic morass. However, the government would do
better if it gets as minimum as possible a financial package from the IFIs and
looks for other sources of funding. It is important to note that since the PTI
has won elections and Khan became the prime minister, Saudi and Chinese
national leadership has had called upon Khan and offered to provide financial
assistance to the tune of around $10 billion. This is a significant development
and the silver-lining to the cloudy Pakistani economy. PM Imran Khan has
also appealed to the Pakistani Diaspora to increase the amount of remittances to the country, as it is one of the mainstays of the economy. Hopefully,
Pakistanis would increase their remittances to Pakistan, but much would depend upon the measures which Pakistani government would take to improve
security situation in the country as well as demonstrating effective service
delivery to the people.
Austerity measures by PM Khan and his government would go a long
way to improve the economic conditions of the country as lavish spending
and financial misappropriation in public procurement has been a key reason
for the country’s economic woes. PM Khan is by nature a simple person and
adoption of austerity measures by him would set an example for his chief
ministers, cabinet ministers and even civilian officials. Hopefully, a culture of
simplicity and austerity would thrive which would have wholesome effects on
the economy of the country and resulting in reduction of financial misappropriation, if strict enforcement measures are also adopted on the other hand.
More importantly, if the PTI government is able to implement its agenda of
bringing back from foreign countries the misappropriated money from Pakistan, it would go a long way in putting the economy on a stable footing.
Institutional reforms in the government departments are also very important
measures to meet the huge challenges faced by the country and its people. It
is encouraging that PM Khan has included in his cabinet former Governor of
State Bank of Pakistan, Dr. Ishrat Hussain, as adviser on institutional reforms.
Dr. Hussain was given a task by a previous government to come up with a report on institutional reforms which he authored with a lot of effort. However, as
the recommendations of the report required large-scale changes and bold decisions, due to lack of political will, the same could not be implemented. Now
with PM Imran in the driving seat, who has been critical of the working of Pakistani institutions since long, it is expected that the PTI government would be
able to successfully introduce institutional reforms in the country.
There may be huge challenges in the way of addressing the key issues
of Pakistan, but with vision and dedication it is not impossible to effectively
overcome them.
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Parties

Opposition alliance
falls apart
Muhammad Ali
A “grand alliance” of opposition parties has broken down, a few days after
its formation with great fanfair and expectations. The Pakistan Peoples
Party (PPP) started the fragmentation because it believes its bond with
the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) will further weaken its position. The Muttahida Majlis-i-Amal (MMA), an opposition alliance of five
major religious parties, has also weakened after internal differences and it
appears the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government will have smooth
sailing for its five-year term.
According to PML-N leaders, the PPP is under great pressure after a
money laundering case was registered against its top leadership. Some
analysts claim the case was registered at the behest of the establishment
to wean the PPP away from the PML-N. Others say it was an independent
decision of the PPP to distance itself from the PML-N because it thinks its
siding with the party of former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is the major
reason behind its elimination in the Punjab in the recent election. It has
decided to maintain an independent position in parliament in the hope to
regain its lost glory in the province. Some experts claim the PPP is covertly
supporting the PTI to eliminate the PML-N, its archrival, after it faced a
crushing defeat in the Punjab and at the Centre.
Some say the PTI and PPP have established backdoor channels for
cooperation. The PTI government is not in a position to amend laws but
the PPP has assured it of its support for legislation for the public welfare.
The opposition also enjoys a two-thirds majority in the Senate. It could
easily bring its own chairman in the Upper House. Senate Chairman Sadiq
Sanjrani was nominated by the PTI and the PPP had supported him. After
the general election and formation of a grand opposition alliance, it was
feared that Sanjrani could be removed. However, the PPP decided against
replacing him, despite a proposal by the PML-N to bring their joint candidate as Senate chairman. The six-party opposition alliance was formed
within days after the election and it looked threatening when it demanded
a parliamentary commission to look into alleged violation of election rules,
pre-poll and poll day rigging, as well as the alleged use of state institutions
to help the PTI-led alliance to win the election. The PTI was apprehensive
when the opposition announced that it could boycott the parliament and
might not take oath as its members. It also decided to field joint candidates
for the slots of prime minister, Punjab chief minister, and speaker of the
National Assembly. They unanimously agreed that the PML-N would field
a candidate for the prime minister’s slot while the PPP would contest the
speaker’s post and the MMA would nominate a member for the post of
deputy speaker of the National Assembly.
However, the PPP backed out of the agreement and decided against
voting for the PML-N candidate for the prime minister’s post, Shahbaz
Sharif. It asked the PML-N to replace its candidate because he was unacceptable to the PPP. However, it was too late to field another candidate.
The PPP eventually abstained from voting and MMA’s component party,
Jamaat-i-Islami, also abstained. According to the PML-N, the name of
Shahbaz Sharif as a joint opposition candidate was proposed by the PPP
leadership themselves and they insisted that Shahbaz was suited to the
job as opposition leader. Differences in the alliance further widened after
the PPP decided to nominate senior party leader and legal wizard Aitzaz
Ahsan as its candidate for the post of the president of the country. Reacting
to media reports that the PPP has decided to field Aitzaz Ahsan in the Sep-
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tember 4 presidential election against Dr. Arif Alvi, the nominee of the PTI,
the PML-N categorically stated that Aitzaz Ahsan could not be considered
a joint opposition candidate because the PPP had not consulted other opposition parties before making the decision.
Cracks also appeared in the PML-N when Pervaiz Elahi of the Pakistan
Muslim League-Quaid (PML-Q) was elected the Punjab Assembly speaker.
He secured 201 votes as a joint candidate of the PTI and the PML-Q,
against his rival Iqbal Gujjar of the PML-N, who managed 147 votes. At
least 12 MPAs of the PML-N defied the party leadership to vote for Pervaiz
Elahi, who bagged 15 votes more than the alliance’s combined strength of
186 in the House, while three independents and one PPP MPA also voted
for him. PTI candidate Dost Muhammad Mazari was elected deputy
speaker, bagging 187 votes against 159 of PML-N’s Malik Waris Kallu. Interestingly, Mazari got 14 votes less than those secured by Pervaiz Elahi,
whereas Waris Kallu bagged 12 more than the party candidate for speaker.
The MMA started imploding days after the election when its president
Maulana Fazlur Rehman proposed that legislators-elect should not take
oath as protest against alleged rigging. The Jamaat-i-Islami, a major component of the religious alliance, refused to accept it. Even JUI-F’s elected
members refused to comply with the idea of their party chief. In fact, many
JI leaders and workers congratulated PTI Chairman Imran Khan on his
victory. Many workers believe the party should have entered into an alliance with the PTI, like the previous election, instead of joining hands with
Maulana Fazlur Rehman.
The current situation is depressing for the religious parties and the
PML-N, because they cannot survive in the opposition for long. Workers
and leaders of the PML-N are depressed after the party lost its government
at the Centre and the Punjab in the recent election. In fact, it was the
biggest loser. The PPP managed to save Sindh from serious inroads by
the PTI. Even if it had been eliminated in its home province, it would have
survived as an opposition party. However, the situation is not ideal for the
PML-N. It is a party of power. It fears defections as the time passes. Former Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif is not used to opposition. Working as an opposition leader for five years is beyond his capacity. He will
find it hard to keep his party intact. If the PTI completes even 10 percent
of its agenda, the PML-N will become history.
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US Imperialism

The perils of Trump's
Iran offensive
Shahid Hussain

American foreign policy under President Donald Trump is one of the
most consistent policies in an unpredictable administration. It is strange
that it has flip-flopped on almost every issue except Iran and it is escalating the situation under a plan after decertifying a nuclear deal which
was a multilateral agreement. After one round of sanctions in August
and a threat of the next round on November 5, the US appears to be on
a covert mission to destabilize Iran and force regime change.
The US has caused the free fall of the Iranian rial and stirred street
protests in the country, but most experts believe the Islamic Republic
will weather the storm as it is not a new phenomenon for it. Since the
1979 revolution, the Iranian state has proved to be one of the most resilient in the region. It has survived a plethora of social, economic and
political crises, including an eight-year war with its neighbour Iraq, unilateral sanctions by the US in 1979 and joined by the UN in 2006 and
the EU in 2016, the 2009 Green Movement protests where hundreds of
thousands questioned the legitimacy of then-President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. "The sanctions could result in the loss of one million jobs in
Iran," said Iranian Minister for Labour Ali Rabiei on July 31. He was
ousted from his post on August 8, after failing to win a vote of confidence
in parliament. While 33 percent of Iran's population lives below the
poverty line, research commissioned by Iran's parliament shows that
each 10 percent increase in the value of foreign currencies and the accompanying depreciation of the rial, boosts inflation by two percent in
Iran. In the last four months, the value of the dollar has increased by
200 percent. If the Iranian parliament research is correct and if all other
factors are constant, it would put inflation at 40 percent over the four
months. According to some reports, property prices have risen by 42
percent in Tehran this spring, compared to the same period last year.
The system will not fall in Iran due to the lack of any alternative to
seize and hold on to power. However, it is possible that the riots will intensify and the country would descend into chaos. This is the Trump administration’s goal, if it cannot achieve regime change, observed Shahir
Shahidsaless, an Iranian-Canadian political analyst. However, the US
may not want the dire consequences of destabilising Iran. If Iran becomes a failed state, a chain of failed states from Afghanistan to
Lebanon will be created, which will destabilise the entire region. No
force will be able keep the region - now including Iran - from becoming
the home for international and regional terrorist organizations. Iran
would become another refuge for organised crime, especially a major
route for drug trafficking between Afghanistan and the West, as well as
a center for the production of drugs. Chaos and civil war would spill over
into Iran’s neighbours, including Iraq, and would disrupt them. Once Iran
and Iraq get strangled in domestic unrest and their oil exports are disrupted, the price of oil would skyrocket unpredictably for a lengthy period, he fears.
The sanctions will hurt the common people the most in Iran. Under
Obama’s sanctions, the percentage of Iranian families living in poverty
almost doubled, millions were left without access to essential medical
treatment, and child marriage – according to one measure – rose by a
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fifth, as struggling families pulled their girls out of school and married
them off to alleviate extreme financial hardship. Sanctions that seem
unrelated to innocent civilians often have unforeseen consequences,
like the almost 2,000 Iranians who have died in plane crashes since the
country’s isolation from the international community began to limit access to spare parts. It is clear that the sanctions are more about US interests than they are about improving the lives of ordinary Iranians.
While the US is alienating the Iranian people – who will bear the brunt
of the widespread hardship, unrest, and economic turmoil – all the signs
are that the regime will survive. Quite apart from the question of whether
Iran actually did anything in violation of the nuclear deal that would justify this new round of sanctions, these measures are likely to increase,
not weaken, state control if the recent history of Obama-era sanctions
are anything to go by. They drove out legitimate middle-class businesses and helped the state monopolise the economy; exactly the opposite of what the US wants. Sanctions cannot be justified if it’s already
apparent that they won’t work, a Guardian report said.
The crisis in Iran will hurt the US itself. Energy economist James
Hamilton, reviewing four events that led to oil supply disruptions, including the first Gulf War, the 1980 Iran-Iraq War, the 1978 Iranian Revolution, and the 1973 OPEC embargo, determined from his research that
each of the events was followed by a deep and long recession in the
United States. He concluded that at their peak disruptions, the events
took out 4-7 percent of net world production and were associated with
oil price increases of 25-70 percent. The US government is acting like
a spoilt brat poking a hornets' nest with a stick. When the hornets start
coming out, it is not going to be fun for anyone, he observed.
According to Dr. Mohammadbagher Forough, Assistant Professor of
International Relations, Leiden University, The Netherlands, there have
been a lot of conversations, discussions and heated debate in Iran between various factions about corruption, electricity outages especially
during the heat of the summer. “There has been a water shortage in various parts of the country, again especially intensified by the summer heat.
So, the environmental factor plays a major role. The economy is not
doing well. The currency has been devalued by around 50 percent. The
main problem the Iranian government faces is its own internal problems.”
The US has created the Iran Action Group to address all manifestations of the "Iranian threat." The goal is to coordinate all policy efforts of
the Trump administration against Iran. Under the Obama administration,
Iran braved the toughest rounds of sanctions in the last four decades
when the Europeans, China and even Russia were siding with the US.
Under the Trump administration, the Europeans, China and Russia are
not on board because the Americans have withdrawn from the Iran nuclear deal unilaterally. There is no chance for the Americans to succeed
in its plan of regime change in Iran. In the situation, the US should offer
talks to resolve issues with Iran, instead of creating problems for the
common people of the Islamic Republic, the region and itself. It will also
be interesting to see how Iran responds to it and believes in Trump’s
word, if it signs another nuclear agreement with the US.
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Naya Pakistan

Roadmap for
progress
Muhammad Zain

Newly-elected Prime Minister Imran Khan spelled out priorities in his first
address to the nation. He identified Pakistan's economic and social challenges and spoke about a roadmap to address them. His idea of a new
Pakistan is a modern welfare state through wide-ranging reforms and
strict accountability, which needs decades of dedicated struggle.
The new prime minster has promised sweeping reforms with a focus
on safeguarding Pakistan's resources and their redistribution from the
rich to the poor. He recounted challenges of Pakistan one by one and
then suggested their solution. "Never in Pakistan’s history have we faced
such difficult economic circumstances. Our debt burden is now at Rs28
trillion. We haven’t been as indebted in our entire history as we have become in the last 10 years. The interest that we have to pay on our debt
obligations too has reached levels where we have need more debt to
pay it," he said. Quoting from a United Nations report, he outlined deficiencies in Pakistan's human development. "We are unfortunately among
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the five countries where infant mortality is the highest because they do
not have access to clean water. We also have the highest rates of mortality for pregnant women.”
Pointing out the difference in the lifestyles of Pakistan's rich and poor,
he said, "I want to speak about how the rich and powerful live in this
country. The prime minister has 524 servants and 80 cars. The prime
minister, which is me, also has 33 bulletproof cars and helicopters and
planes. We have huge governor houses and chief minister houses with
every conceivable luxury." The prime minster provided a five-point
agenda to achieve his goals. “The first thing is the supremacy of law. The
law has to be the same for everyone. The second thing is Zakat or taxes.
The rich will have to pay more to subsidise the poor. This happens in the
Scandinavian countries, where there is good healthcare, good education
and justice for all. The disabled, orphans and widows have support of
the government. The third is compassion. In the West, they care for even
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animals in a way that would shame us. The fourth is merit. Without merit
you cannot do anything. The fifth is education. The Holy Prophet (PBUH)
stressed education above everything else. After the Battle of Badr, he
made it incumbent on his people to attain an education. Look at us today:
we are nowhere because we have not followed his instructions."
He also detailed how he will cut down his own as well the country's
expenditure. He has kept only two people with him out of the prime minister's staff of 524 and stays in a three-bedroom house that served as
the military secretary's house. He wanted to live at his Banigala residence, but was forced to change his mind because of security issues.
On reforming the financial sector, he explained that instead of trying to
rebuild the economy through external loans, his government would try
and fulfill its needs from within. “We need to pay our taxes. I am going to
fix the Federal Board of Revenue on a priority basis. It has lost its credibility and that is why people don’t pay taxes. I will promise my people
that I will protect your tax money and spend it on you.” He also announced the formation of a task force to bring back wealth looted from
the country.
The prime minister said that rooting out corruption would also be a
high priority for his government. "I will meet the National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) chairman and facilitate him with whatever he needs. We
will also enact a law for whistleblowers like we did in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. Whoever helps identify corruption will get a share of the
money that we recover.” He also announced a revamp of the judicial system. "The next focus will be on revamping our judiciary. We have a massive backlog of cases. We will sit with the chief justice and discuss how
we can ensure that cases can be wrapped up within a year. We have to
do this for our people. We also need to fix our police. The Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa police is our biggest success. We won the election because of how good our police had become. We will reform the Punjab
police.”
Educational reforms are also high on his agenda. He said he would
improve public sector education and seminaries.
He also stressed the need to fix the healthcare system. “It is immensely difficult to fix the pre-existing system. It takes a long time: the
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa health system did not start showing results till the
fifth year. But we still need to do it. We also need to introduce the health
card all over Pakistan. We have given every household in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Rs550,000 in case of a healthcare emergency. We should
give it all over Pakistan."
Most analysts believe Imran Khan has made lofty promises in his
election campaign and the address to the nation and he would not be
able to fulfill them. However, leaders of his party say he will deliver more
than the promises but announce his strategy in phases. They say the
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government has already completed
arrangements to address economic challenges. According to estimates,
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Most analysts believe Imran
Khan has made lofty promises in
his election campaign and the
address to the nation and he
would not be able to fulfill
them. However, leaders of his
party say he will deliver more
than the promises but announce
his strategy in phases.
Pakistan urgently needs $25b to fulfill its economic needs and the government hopes to raise over $34b through different sources. The Islamic
Development Bank, Saudi Islamic Bank and China are willing to support
Pakistan. The government is working on an ambitious plan to halve the
dollar rate in Pakistan by injecting $20b into the economy. The economic
managers are optimistic that the value of the US dollar will plunge to
Rs60 and foreign debt of the country would also reduce by 50pc. A lowpriced dollar will also reduce prices in the country.
Imran Khan is impressed by modern welfare states of the West and
he wants to emulate the idea in Pakistan. According to PTI leaders, he
will replicate all noble values of modern welfare states in Pakistan but
would announce them in phases. Under the plan, every child will be the
responsibility of the government and it would pay for their education and
health. Parents will also be provided with a subsistence allowance. Employment allowance will be provided to every unemployed youth and the
government would build houses for the homeless. Every woman above
the age of 65 will be provided with a pension, even if she has not worked
in a government organization and whether she is rich or poor. The government will provide homes to the homeless and pay their rent until they
get their own homes. The rate of taxes will be raised and nobody would
be able to conceal assets or income. Rich people will have to pay up to
60pc of their income in taxes.
Pakistan can become a modern welfare state but the government will
have to take harsh measures for years. Modern welfare states have
gained the status after hard work of centuries and Pakistan will need at
least decades to reach the destination. It will be a great achievement of
the government if the people even start feeling that the country has been
put on the path to become a welfare state. The next five years will make
the outlines clear.
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US Imperialism

Turkish crash
inevitable?
Shahid Hussain

The crisis between the United States and Turkey has already weakened
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The dispute has escalated
after tit-for-tat sanctions and it is feared it will ultimately end the alliance
and move both powers toward collision, which would have serious repercussions for the Muslim country, the region and the international financial
system.
Both sides have started finding faults with each other after decades of
alliance and shared interests. Turkey accuses the US of interference in its
internal affairs, while the US has suddenly realized that Turkish President
Tayyip Erdogan is acting the dictator and has deviated from his reformist
path. Trump and Erdogan celebrated their friendship just a few months
ago. Erdogan praised Trump as a blessing, while the US president said of
his Turkish counterpart that he gets "very good grades" for how he is running his country. Since then, the relationship has soured. The two heads
of state are at odds over the appropriate strategy in Syria, over the true
circumstances behind the failed July 15, 2016 coup attempt in Turkey and
over the nuclear agreement with Iran and Turkey’s planned acquisition of
Russian missiles. More recently, their mutual antagonism has focused pri-
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marily on the American pastor Andrew Brunson, who is being detained in
Turkey over charges that he had helped the people behind the failed coup.
There is a common belief in Turkey among officials and the public that
the US and other NATO members are seeking to thwart the country from
playing any role as an influential driver of geopolitics in its region and continuing to emerge as an economic power. However, US officials believe
that Washington's alliance with Ankara comes with costs that outweigh the
benefits, with Turkey no longer representing the same strategic value to
the US that NATO's only Muslim-majority country did throughout the Cold
War. The US believes that Turkey can be neglected from its strategic calculations without major setbacks to its interests. According to Turkish analysts, the Trump administration's recent attack on the pretext of Pastor
Andrew Brunson's detainment was aimed at deliberately targeting the
Turkish economy and currency. “With his tweets, Trump started a new
round of trade wars against Turkey. He did not show any sign of respect
to the rule of law in Turkey. Trump insisted that Brunson was an innocent
person who was kept under house arrest unfairly. He does not want to wait
until Turkish judges make their decision on the case, because he thinks
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he is powerful enough to target and pressure Turkey on the issue. What is
happening to Turkey is not a singular, isolated event. The Turkish legal
system may not be proceeding as fast as it is expected to be, but such an
intervention complicated everything for the government in Turkey. Trump
also targets the dignity of the Turkish people and decision makers, which
is unacceptable no matter how much it costs Turkey,” wrote Khalid Al
Jaber, an associate professor at the Political Science and International Relations Department at Ibn Haldun University.
In recent years, Tayyip Erdogan has broken from the reformist path
while forging new alliances, especially with Russia and its strongman
leader Vladimir Putin. He has jailed journalists, seized the assets of political
opponents and crushed dissent while amassing complete control over the
levers of Turkish power. He has run the economy like a patronage network,
lavishing credit on companies controlled by cronies, while yielding growth
through debt. His spending spree has bettered life for the working class
Turks who make up his political base, erecting hospitals, schools, roads
and other infrastructure. But he has fueled the construction boom by supplying government credits and guarantees that have encouraged private
companies to take on alarming debts, wrote the New York Times in an editorial.
There are also fears the crisis is a disaster, not just for the people of
Turkey, but also for the whole region and the world. Foreign banks, which
have lent Turkey $265 billion, fear they will lose the money while economists are warning of the possibility of a chain reaction that could trigger a
collapse of the international financial system just as the Lehman Brothers
bankruptcy did in 2008. The situation is also wreaking havoc on the world's
security architecture by threatening NATO cohesion, particularly given that
neither Trump nor Erdogan appear willing to stand down. Erdogan views
the US sanctions as a conspiracy against Turkey and has described the
moves as "economic war" and "economic terrorism. "Don't forget, if they
have their dollars, we have our people, our God," the Turkish president
said.
A break between the two countries would have a deleterious effect on
the entire Western security architecture. In recent years, Turkey has been
a participant in numerous NATO operations, including in Afghanistan and
in the former Yugoslavia. Most of all, the country secures the alliance's
southeast flank, acting as a buffer between the West and the crisis-prone
Middle East. The US and Turkey have NATO's two largest armies and powermongers in Ankara and Washington have locked horns so tightly that, in
the most extreme scenario, Turkey could actually leave the alliance. Erdogan also appears to be demonstratively seeking to close ranks with Russia's Vladimir Putin. Several months ago, he even threatened that his
soldiers in Syria could open fire on American troops. "Trump and Erdogan
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are gambling and the stakes are extremely high," says Sinan Ülgen, head
of the Istanbul-based think tank EDAM. "They don't realize what's at stake
for both countries." Erdogan, in any case, has his back up to the wall economically. And the temptation to distract from his own failings by launching
attacks on others is great.
Turkey currently has an inflation rate of 16 percent. Electricity costs
nine percent more than it did only a few months ago and the price of bread
has risen by 15 percent. One in five Turks under the age of 25 is unemployed. Meanwhile, Turkish companies have accumulated more than 200
billion euros in debts, the equivalent of over a quarter of Turkey's gross
domestic product (GDP), and most of it is in foreign currencies, meaning
the value of those debts is constantly rising as the lira plunges. The US
sanctions function as an accelerant in the situation. Economists have already begun predicting the bankruptcies of major Turkish corporations,
which would in turn lead to mass unemployment. And investment bank
Goldman Sachs is warning that if the value of the lira continues to fall, the
Turkish banking system could collapse. Turkey "has all the ingredients of
the beginning of a failed state," says Marie Owens Thomsen, chief economist at international asset manager Indosuez Wealth Management. Istanbul economist Hursit Gunes calls a crash "inevitable."
Erdogan may have brought almost all state institutions under his control, but he has proven unable to find an answer to the economic crisis and
is instead exacerbating it. His political collision course with the US is leading investors to ask if the Turkish president has lost touch with reality. Most
economists agree that Ankara can only cushion the blow of the economic
decline if the country's central bank raises interest rates and the government curbs spending. But Erdogan wants to continue boasting of high
growth figures to his voters. He claims that higher interest rates will lead
to an increase in inflation -- a mentality that shows only that he has no understanding of economics. His government is also investigating people
who post negative comments about the Turkish economy on the internet.
Analysts see Erdogan's economic system reach a dead end. He fueled
the economic boom in the early years of his tenure largely by investing billions in the construction industry. His radical growth policy went well as
long as the lira remained stable and capital continued flowing in from
abroad. But now the country is caught in a downward spiral. Erdogan has
further shaken investor confidence with his tirades against the West, the
repression of opponents and his interventions in interest rate policy. Between 2015 and 2017, foreign direct investment fell by almost 35 percent
to $11 billion and the rating agency Standard & Poor's downgraded
Turkey's creditworthiness to junk status back in May. The result of the absurd measures is that observers fear the crisis in Turkey could spread to
other countries.
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Imran Khan

Perceptions that need
to be altered
Raza Khan

History has been created in Pakistan when a relatively younger political
party, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), led by former cricketer-turned-politician, Imran Khan, won elections and has been able to form the government at the centre and two key provinces, the Punjab and Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa and become part of a coalition government in Balochistan
province. PTI Chief Khan has been able to win by appealing to Pakistanis
to vote for his party so as to bring about a “new Pakistan” that is free of
corruption, nepotism, hunger and want. The people fed-up with former ruling parties including the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) and the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and their misrule in the last 40 years saw
in Khan and the PTI a hope for a better future.
The PTI may have won the elections and has also been able to form
the government at the centre and two key provinces of the country, yet
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Khan and his fellow leaders of the PTI have a lot of image issues. These
image issues have to be overcome because without it the government may
not be able to convince foreign governments and citizens, international institutions and organizations as well as Pakistanis, local businessmen and
civil society of the appropriateness of the government policies, priorities,
agendas and strategies to reform Pakistan, bring about political and economic stability and contribute to the welfare of citizens and development
of the country.
There may be a misperception, based on the optimism of supporters
and voters of the PTI, that Imran Khan has a very favourable image across
the world. There may be some truth in it, but it is also important that our
prime minister has a very negative image in some aspect across the world
and even in Pakistan. This negative image started when Khan, in the late
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1970s rebelled along with many other cricket stars and refused to play for
their national sides and instead went to Australia to join an unofficial cricketing league started by Kerry Packer. The latter was offering hefty sums
of money to renowned cricketing stars to make his league successful at
the altar of international cricket. So Khan was charged with playing for
money instead of for country. However, Khan and many other cricketers,
who became part of the Kerry Packer league had their own argument that
without international cricketing on commercial lines the game had no future. Nevertheless, decision to join the Packer League created a negative
image of Khan but his subsequent unprecedented cricket victories as captain of Pakistan including the 1992 World Cup, redeemed his image.
When in 1996 Khan joined politics and formed his PTI, he did not have
a very good image as a politician and despite a decade-and-a-half he could
not create a niche for himself in the political arena of Pakistan because
most people considered him a great sportsman but a political novice. This
image Khan carries with him to date.
Internationally, Imran Khan’s negative image started evolving in the
West, particularly the United States, when he opposed Pakistan becoming
part of the Washington-led global war on terror. As a Pakistani nationalist,
Khan argued that the GWoT had brought untold misery to Pakistan, which
had a lot of substance. It may also be recalled that Khan, at one point, had
staged days-long sit-ins and agitation against the United States Central
Intelligence Agency- operated unmanned missile attacks generally knows
as drone strikes inside Pakistani territory.
In the Western world the negative image of Khan was reinforced when
he, at the height of Pakistani Taliban terrorist attacks in the country, suggested holding “peace” talks with the Taliban. Khan’s suggestion was made
at a point when the whole country was brimming with hate for the Taliban
and their terrorism. This suggestion of talks with the Taliban proved critical
to image of Imran Khan, as he inured the ire of all and sundry, who dubbed
him as “Taliban Khan”. The contemptuous label was aimed at defining him
as a Taliban apologist and sympathizer.
The fact of the matter was that PM Khan was never a Taliban apologist
nor their sympathizer. He very rightly justified his negotiations call with
the TTP by stating that there was no choice for the state but to talk. He
argued that if the state had failed to control the Taliban through military
operations, and it was not winnings what options were left with the state
but to talk with the insurgents? He had further argued that talks with the
Taliban could be used as a strategy to separate the hardcore elements
from the malleable ones and this would be instrumental in creating cracks
in the ranks of the insurgents. Although most of the political leaders criticized Khan for his talks suggestion with the TTP, but the then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, defying the advice of all his cabinet ministers to hold
talks with the Taliban, had visited Khan’s Bani Gala residence and had
immediately extended talks offer to the TTP. The TTP then led by
Hakimullah Mehsud, responded by announcing a one-month moratorium
in terrorist attacks. Noticeably, Khan’s advice was instrumental in reducing
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the number and scale of terrorist attacks in Pakistan. Because after the
government’s talks offer and the TTP’s response, the hardcore elements
within the latter refused to talk and soon rifts started appearing within the
ranks of the TTP. This was the beginning of the end of the TTP. However,
Khan had already earned the title of “Taliban Khan” and this has been exploited by his opponents and the international media to infuse doubt in
the western countries and also in India. This has inflicted huge damage
on Khan’s national and international image. There is a need for the image
managers of Imran Khan to explain to the world that he was never a Taliban apologist, rather his advice of talks with the Taliban was instrumental
in inflicting an irreparable damage on the TTP. *It is in this context the recent Pompeo-Imran exchange must be seen. It was reported in the American press that US Secretary of State Pomeo, told Imran Khan to curb the
terrorists on Pakistani soil. A report vehemently denied by the Pakistan
Foreign Ministry.
Interestingly, the so-called religious parties particularly the Jamiat-eUlema-e-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F) and its head Fazlur Rahman, considering
Khan as a main challenger to their conservative political constituency in
the KP province and former FATA, painted Khan as a “Jewish and Zionist
agent” predicating their labeling on the former Jewish wife of Khan,
Jemima. So on the one hand, Imran was labeled as “Taliban Khan” and,
on the other, he was dubbed by the real apologists and sympathizers of
the Taliban, as a “Jewish agent”. This labeling also has had a significant
negative impact on the image of Khan, particularly in conservative areas
of Pakistan, particularly KP and Balochistan provinces.
The PTI head in the 2018 and 2013 elections defeated the so-called
religious parties, who have been supplying rank and file members to Pakistani Taliban groups. In other words Khan and his party has been a political bulwark against the forces, who have been the real supporters of the
Taliban and from whose office-bearers’ house Khalid Sheikh Muhammad,
the Al Qaeda mastermind of September 9, 2001 terrorist attacks in the US,
was nabbed by Pakistan forces. The image managers of PM Khan also
require to highlight this aspect of the PTI and Khan’s political influence
which has neutralized radical parties.
The image problem of Khan and the PTI has also been due to the lack
of clarity about their agenda and ideology. This is due to the fact that the
PTI cannot be placed in any of the traditional political-ideological categorizations. The PTI is not a revolutionary party whereas Khan’s continuous
use of the term “anti status-quo” smacks of it being a totally non-conservative party which wants to transform the extant social, political and economic order, which has been bringing benefits merely to a few groups or
families. Instead the party wants to make the system broad-based and
equally beneficial to all.
It is high time that Khan’s negative image in the West and within Pakistan is worked upon by his team and efforts should be made to build a
new and totally positive image of the new prime minister of Pakistan, as
now all Pakistanis would suffer due to any negative image of Khan.
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Education

Gender disparity in
Balochistan’s education
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

In 2008 general election, there were at least 20 polling stations in
Balochistan, where not a single woman cast her vote, according to statistics obtained from the Gender Election Monitoring Mission report.
Again in the 2013 general election, only four out of every 10 women
eligible to vote were registered. That does not appear to have changed
in 2018. This is partly because they do not hold an identity card – thus,
they do not legally exist, believes Mariyam Suleman, a Gwadar resident
who secured a Masters degree in Sociology from Karachi University.
Though, the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) has made it
mandatory for 10% of votes in each constituency to be cast by women, it
is unlikely to make any difference, Ms. Suleman tells Cutting Edge at a
seminar held at Sociology Department of Karachi University recently. “The
reason is simple: they don’t even exist in Balochistan according to the official statistics,” she adds.
Further, Balochistan offers various other startling facts as far as
women issues and their rights are concerned. Nearly six out of every 10
young girls are married before the age of 20, meaning Balochistan has
the highest percentage of child brides out of all the provinces of Pakistan.
These statistics, combined with the lack of healthcare facilities for women,
ensure that Balochistan’s maternal mortality rate is the highest in the
country at 785 deaths per 100,000.
Regrettably, only 18% of women in Balochistan are literate, according
to the Pakistan Social and Living Standard Measurement Survey, a number unchanged in decades. Also, over 75% of women have never been
to school. Proportion-wise, this is the largest population of illiterate women
in the country.
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), in its National
Human Development Report (NHDR), issued recently, stated that
women’s literacy levels observed stark discrepancies in the country. According to the report, youth literacy varies from 94.5% in Islamabad to
39.9% in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, while FATA and
Balochistan have the lowest female youth literacy rates, 13.6 and 29.9%,
respectively. According to the 2017 Economic Survey of Pakistan,
women’s literacy rate is at 48%, whereas male literacy rate stands at 70%,
which is representative of alarming conditions for female education in
Pakistan.
Nadil Shah, an M.Phil scholar at the Department of Sociology, University of Karachi, says the condition of female education is abysmal in
Balochistan. In a talk with Cutting Edge at a seminar, he lists many factors
which are contributing to woman’s illiteracy in the province. These factors
include discriminatory laws and educational policies, poverty, lack of educational facilities and institutions, negligence of the government, less expenditure on female education, societal norms and values. These factors
greatly contribute to high female illiteracy rate, and low gross enrolment
rates, and net enrolment rates in the province, he believes.
The Economic Survey of Pakistan 2017 report says that the total liter-
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acy rate in Balochistan is 41%, but female literacy rate stands at 24%,
while the male literacy is 56%, which indicates the deplorable condition
of female education in the province.
Nadil Shah terms Balochistan the worst province in terms of female
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education in the country. A large number of people in Balochistan believe
that women are the honour of the family, and if they go out of their house
to get an education, they may endanger the reputation of their families.
The survey results show a huge gender disparity in terms of rural and
urban areas. Most of the people, about 80% of total population in
Balochistan, are living in rural areas. The rural literacy rate for men is 48%
and for women, it is only 15%.
Nadil Shah regrets that with the passage of time, women literacy rate
in the province has decreased. It was 17% in 2013-14, according to the
Economic Survey of Pakistan report, and it decreased by two per cent in
the last five years. Poverty and remotely located educational institutions
are the major issues due to which women are deprived of an education
in rural areas, the researcher believes.
In spite of its vast geographical area, there is variance in terms of
gross enrolment rate in Balochistan on the basis of gender. According to
the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, the gross enrolment rate for males is
75% and for females is 42%. It is very disheartening to note that the female gross enrolment rate (GER) was better in 2013-14, which was 49%
in the province. But in the last five years, it dropped by a whopping seven
per cent, which should be a matter of concern for provincial and federal
governments, says Mr. Shah.
In addition to the GER difference, According to the Economic Survey
of Pakistan 2017, the percentage of females’ net enrolment rate (NER) is
very low in Balochistan. The total net enrolment rate is 33%: 38% for
males and 26% for females. Again, it is regrettable that the female NER
has decreased in the last five years. It was 30% in 2013-14, and in 2017,
it stood at 26%.
The scholars hailing from Balochistan believe that access to public
schooling remains dependent on family incomes, geographical location
and gender. Most children drop out by the age of nine; and girls from poor
communities are least likely to attend school.
Naazir Mahmood, who has been associated with the education sector
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since 1990 as a teacher, teacher educator, project manager, monitor and
evaluator, has yet another reason to share with Cutting Edge for low literacy rate among the Baloch women.
Quoting from the Global Gender Gap Report 2017 statistics, he tells
Cutting Edge that one of the root causes of the gender disparity in education, especially at school level, is a lack of functional and secure toilet
facility at schools. Especially in rural areas, most government schools
have one small cubicle without a door. If there is a door, it is in most cases
broken or without a bolt or latch. If the door is in place, there is no running
water; sometimes a bucket of water is placed in the morning, which runs
out quickly because the bucket is leaking. In the absence of water, the
toilet soon gets clogged and becomes dysfunctional, he says.
“It may sound nauseating to some people, but this is the ground reality
most politicians prefer to ignore,” the educationist says. “Even the head
teacher ignores it because he or she does have a functional toilet. You
can’t expect a female student to go home a couple of kilometres away,
just to answer the call of nature. No matter how trivial it may sound to be
included in a party manifesto, it is a need that affects millions of girls
across the country, especially in Balochistan. “And if we want to eliminate
or reduce gender disparity in school education, it should get a prominent
mention in manifestoes,” suggest Naazir Mahmood.
In the 2018 general election, a newly formed political party, the
Balochistan Awami Party (BAP), managed to bag the majority of seats in
the Balochistan provincial assembly. Jam Kamal Khan of the party has
been elected as the new chief minister of Balochistan. It is hoped that that
the party, a major partner in the coalition government along with Imran
Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, will convert its theoretical claims into
practice, and make sure female enrolment in schools is made mandatory
across the province. It is also hoped that the provincial government takes
special measures to close the gender disparity in the education sector
and brings the literacy rate, especially among women, on a par with other
provinces of the country.
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Housing

Neglect in the
low cost sector
Muhammad Jahangir

The issue of low cost housing is a long standing one but has not been
taken seriously by any government. Land prices have gone so high that
middle and low income people cannot dream of owning a house. In the
last federal budget it was announced that the government would provide
0.5 million housing units to the low-income group. Under the programme,
the government was to set up 1,000 residential colonies with 500 units
each across the country. Over 50 million people were expected to benefit
from the scheme. Each unit would cost Rs1 million and the government
would take necessary steps to engage banks and other lending institutions
to provide loans for these units. The government would pay the interest
whereas the remaining amount would be paid by home buyers in instalments. Since the announcement no progress has been made towards putting the plan on the ground.
According to a recent survey, the country currently suffers from a shortage of nine million housing units, with the deficit growing by an estimated
0.7 million units per year. Worse still, Pakistan has one of the highest people-per-room ratios of 3.5 in the world. According to the Chairman of Association of Builders and Developers, the situation is particularly alarming
in the urban areas, where slums have become commonplace. About 12
percent of the population in the country owns 56 percent of the housing
stock, leaving only 44 percent for the remaining 88 percent. Whatever construction activities are going on, they are focused on the rich and the superrich, with only a few catering for the middle classes. Housing for the poor
seems nobody’s concern.
One way to promote low cost housing is for the government to play the
role of a facilitator by supplying land and providing credit to both developers and individuals and lowering transaction costs. The government can
also initiate measures to upgrade infrastructure facilities and reduce transaction fees. One of the fundamental constraints to own a house is generally a lack of required funds, which could be generated either by raising
own resources or borrowings from the banks. While mortgage finance is
quite common in developed countries, Pakistani banks follow a restrictive
policy in this regard.
The State Bank of Pakistan has taken a number of initiatives lately to
solve the issue of housing for the poor. After announcing a Policy for Promotion of Low-Cost Housing Finance last month, the SBP has now taken
the government and Pakistan Mortgage Refinance Company (PMRC) on
board for provision of cheap financing to help solve the problem of the
housing shortage. It may be recalled here that the central bank had earlier
released a detailed study which highlighted the problems faced by the
housing sector and suggested possible measures to solve the crisis with
the initiation of housing finance policy. The SBP after releasing the report
announced a policy to provide low-cost housing finance facility to borrowers in order to bridge the widening demand and supply gap in the housing
sector.
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The population is growing at an average rate of 2.4 per cent since 1998,
and the annual demand for new homes is approximately increasing by 0.7
million a year whereas only about half of this demand is currently being
met. Overall, the country is currently facing a housing shortage of about
10m units. A recent report said that outstanding housing finance volume
from banks and the House Building Finance Corporation stands at around
Rs 83 billion, equivalent to only 0.5 per cent of GDP, lower than that of
India and Bangladesh. It may be added here that Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf,
which has formed the new government, has already announced its plans
to build 5m housing units across the country in its manifesto. The massive
plan could create millions of jobs and impact at least 42 allied industries
linked to the construction sector.
According to the SBP, the new policy has been formulated keeping in
view international best practices and local market conditions. In order to
facilitate this policy, the PMRC was formed in April this year to provide financing to banks so that the banks could provide long term loans for housing in the country. Shareholders Agreement of PMRC was signed in
Karachi on 15 April, 2018, with the government (National Bank of Pakistan
and ministry of finance) and private sector banks holding 49 per cent and
51 per cent stake in the Company.
The PMRC’s primary role will be to provide medium and long term liquidity to banks in order to help stimulate development in the sector. Furthermore, a Malaysian expert on housing was hired as CEO of the PMRC
who identified the lack of long term liquidity to finance housing in Pakistan
as one of the major impediments in the development of the housing sector
in the country. The SBP earlier said that it would introduce a subsidized financing facility for low cost housing by providing liquidity to the financial
institutions at subsidized rate. SBP will provide refinance up to Rs1m or
50 per cent of loan amount at a rate of one per cent to banks or DFIs and
the end borrower rate will be five per cent. The remaining 50 per cent of
the loan or financing amount will be their own sources at a fixed rate of up
to 12 per cent. Similar financing facility will also be provided through the
Islamic Financial Institution which will go a long way to ease the housing
shortage in the country.
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Governance

Suggestions for modernization
of public services
Dr. Sohail Mahmood

Given the dysfunctional nature of most public services in the country, there is
an urgency in adopting a modernization agenda for capacity building to deliver
required outcomes. It is important to adopt a holistic approach for the modernization task. The plan will be spearheaded by a Modernization Unit created for
the purpose in the prime minister’s office. A detailed Action Plan will be devised
for each state sector (such as education health, commerce, communications,
agriculture) both at the federal level, and the provincial levels. A very simplified
transformation process would basically include three stages, namely:
1. Action Plan formulation
2. Sector tasks and implementation
3. Outcomes and feedback mechanisms.
Initially, a preliminary examination of the environment and resource
availability of each sector shall be undertaken immediately. The environment includes an examination of both legal and political factors affecting
the performance of the sector. The resource availability includes examination of all fiscal constrains in the area. This is required to get a general idea
of the sectors requirements, priorities, and the organizational structures of
the state agencies or departments. Also, a preliminary examination of the
workforce and capacity of these agencies or departments is required. Such
knowledge is required to find whether the state agencies or departments
are performing effectively and efficiently. It will help in identifying areas of
performance that have become problematic, if any. Such a scrutiny will provide a clearer picture of the sector required for the formulation of a workable
modernization plan.
Meanwhile, the Modernization Unit will carry out a simultaneous exercise
to determine qualitative and quantitative indicators to gauge performance of
the agencies and departments of the sector. It is necessary that the task be
completed in two months. After the examination of the initial report is undertaken a detailed strategy is devised for each sector. A comprehensive Action
Plan be prepared in the third month.
The second phase includes the formulation of detailed individual and group
tasks in accordance with the agreed action plan. The time for the implementation of these action plans can stretch from a year to three years, depending
upon the strategy and sector. Therefore, action plans be formulated on one,
two, and even three-year formats.
The third phase relates to the outcomes of the Action Plans and is very important because it provides the feedback to the prime minister on the success
or failures of these plans. A separate Monitoring and Evaluation group shall
be created for the purpose in accordance with a framework given in the Action
Plan itself. It will include agreed upon performance indicators and targets for
each program. For example, performance indicators of the FBR may include,
both quantitative and qualitative indicators, such as:
A. Quantitative
1. Number of registered taxpayers by year.
2. Number of large tax payers by year.
3. Amount of tax collected and tax type by year.
4. Amount of taxes in arrears by year.
5. Amount of taxes refunded by year.
6. Number of employees in different sections or regions by year.
B. Qualitative
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1. Public perception of the Bureau’s performance by year
2. Effectiveness of the employment of technology, especially IT, for integrating various tax data sets in the Bureau.
3. Employment of IT for individual income tax capacity assessment.
4. Overall successful use of technology for enhancing Bureau’s performance
5. Overall, assessment of corrupt practices hampering the performance of
the Bureau.
6. Assessment of organizational structure and weaknesses of the Bureau.
7. Morale and self-image of the Bureau over the years.
Essentially, the above is an incomplete scheme based on common sense
and meant to make a point only.
Reporting Mechanisms
An annual report will be prepared for each sector. The scrutiny of the departments or agencies will be carried out by a third party, preferably donor
agencies. Required changes shall be incorporated in subsequent year in the
concerned action plans, as per the recommendations of these reports.
The Function of Task Forces
This is essentially a three-tier design. Each sector will be assigned three
task forces: federal, provincial and district. They will be headed by the concerned minister or district head. Each task force will be responsible for the
implementation of the sector plan. The task force will provide oversight of
the sector’s working. It will meet monthly to ensure prompt decision-making.
Each task force shall include about 15 members which will be drawn from
the government itself, and outside experts. The primary function of the task
force shall be to:
1. Approve the Action plan
2. Oversight of the implementation of the sector strategy
3. Deliberate on policy issues that affect the implementation of the plan and
approve remedial measures.
4. Review the strategic direction of the plan in detail after six months.
5. Undertake the annual review of the plan with the assistance of a third party.
6. Review the feedback on the performance of the department or agency and
approve implementation of the recommendations, if any.
7. Follow up on the implementation of recommendations if any
8. Carry out oversight of the provincial task Force
9. Undertake joint resource mobilization
The provincial task forces are a duplication of the federal task force. The
provincial task force shall oversee the work of next tier of the district task force.
The entire effort will be backed by a premier think tank located in the prime
minister’s office.
The greatest urgency is to formulate a Digital -Pakistan strategy for which
a revamped and robust IT ministry is direly needed. The application of modern
technology is essential to integrate the work of the entire government of Pakistan, both at the federal and provincial levels. An urgent effort needs to be
made to modernize the state’s IT infrastructure. The present structure is inadequate to meet the future requirements of the government of Pakistan. A reputed global company be given a five-year contract for the said purpose. This
would require enormous sums of money though.
The successful planning and implementation efforts will yield dividends in
two years, or so.
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Foreign Policy

Challenges facing
Pakistan
Dr. Qaisar Rashid

On 1 January, 2018, the warning tweeted by US President Donald Trump to
Pakistan to mend its ways or be ready for the suspension of the military aid
has started unfolding. Trump accused Pakistan of telling lies and practicing
deceit in return for US military aid in the past. Trump asked Pakistan to stamp
out the militant hideouts from its land before it was too late. In its wake, the
US announced to suspend Pakistan’s security assistance amounting to about
$ 2 billion.
On August 10, the US suspended Pakistan from joining its International
Military Education and Training (IMET) program and, consequently, sixty-six
officers of the Pakistan armed forces would miss the opportunity of seeking
benefit of the program. Now, for training and study purposes, Pakistan’s military officers would not be able to join the US Army War College, the US Naval
War College, and the Naval Staff College. Reportedly, the US would save $
2.41 million.
The suspension of the IMET program for Pakistan is a worst-case scenario. The program had withstood the repercussions of the crisis erupted
subsequent to the raid of the US Navy SEALS on Osama bin Laden’s compound in Abbottabad in May 2011, and the succeeding Salala check post incident in November 2011, consuming lives of two dozen Pakistani troops.
Despite apparent strained relations, Pakistan’s participation in the IMET program continued, except this time. It seems that Pakistan knew what was in
store, but Pakistan let the situation slip out of its hands.
In the mid-1980s, during the age of the Pressler Amendment, denying all
economic and military assistance to Pakistan unless the US president certified annually that Pakistan was not developing an atomic bomb, Pakistan experienced its first exclusion from the IMET program. Reportedly, from 2003
onward, Pakistan has been one of the main recipients of the IMET program.
The exclusion of Pakistan might means that the US army would lose a military-to-military contact with the Pakistan military, but the exclusion also means
that Pakistan would miss the latest techniques taught and practised in the
US war colleges. Keeping oneself abreast of the latest is vital for sustenance
in the war market. Obsolescence offers no comfort on the battleground.
The symbolic importance of Pakistan’s being a Major Non-Nato Ally
(MNNA) of the US since 2004, is more than the IMET program. In sequence,
the MNNA status may come before any IMET program, but the impact of the
exclusion from the MNNA might be grave for Pakistan. Such exclusion would
bring disgrace for Pakistan. If Pakistan does not value the MNNA status, it
must gracefully come out of it before the US revokes Pakistan’s status.
Pakistan might be reveling in the certainty that the US needs Pakistan’s
help in Afghanistan more than Pakistan needs the US sponsored IMET program, and this confidence alludes to the dependence of the US forces operative in Afghanistan on the NATO-supply line passing through the land of
Pakistan. Similarly, Pakistan might be reassured in the belief that the US cannot fight the war on terror without Pakistan’s active and willing participation.
Both factors are a plus-point of Pakistan’s geo-strategic location, but both
are still insufficient to secure Pakistan in its relations with the US beyond
Afghanistan or after the end of the war on terror. Owing to this sort of miscalculation, Pakistan has created a vacuum in its standing with the US and the
gap is being fast filled up by India. Pakistan has failed to recognize that, in
the context of Pak-US relations, the space lost by Pakistan is the space
gained by India. Nevertheless, Pakistan assumes itself to be invaluable, al-
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ways insisting that the gap left by it should be left unfilled, or at least not filled
up by India. Even in Afghanistan, the space ceded by Pakistan is the space
gained by India. Pakistan is still not coming to terms with this reality.
Pakistan wallows in the delusion that, if pushed hard, it has an option to
join Russia. It is as if Pakistan were a pendulum oscillating between one limit
and the other. The idea behind this swing is not just that Russia can substitute
for the US, but it is that Russia can never get annoyed with Pakistan. Pakistan
thinks that it has a geo-strategic edge in the region to decide in favour or not,
of Russia.
Pakistan considers that China can be a substitute for the US financially,
but not yet militarily. For the latter, Pakistan’s choice is Russia. Interestingly,
on August 8, Pakistan entered into a military cooperation agreement with
Russia permitting officers from Pakistan’s armed forces to train in Russia.
The agreement is a corollary of the bilateral defence cooperation pact signed
in 2014, when the US-sponsored financial assistance under the Kerry-LugarBerman Act of 2009 ended. Russia has provided Pakistan with four Mi-35
combat helicopters. Both countries have also undertaken counter-terrorism
and anti-drug operations jointly. Both countries have finally discovered a common ground for mutual collaboration. The timing of the agreement with Russia also means that Pakistan knew that it would be suspended from the
US-funded IMET program. Only a public statement was awaited.
Here, Pakistan again overlooks the fact that an edge was provided by the
US military equipment and training in the wake of the SEATO and SENTO
anti-communist defence alliances of the 1950s. With its own men and material, Pakistan could not have sustained the Afghan jihad in the 1980s, if the
US help, both financial and military, had not been available. Pakistan is also
overlooking the fact that, under the push of the either-or formula, Pakistan’s
drift towards Russia at the cost of the US would put Pakistan in a predicament
because Russia is nearer to India than it is to Pakistan, and Russia has
adopted no such either-or formula substituting Pakistan for India. Pakistan
may be annoyed with the US at its pro-India policy in Afghanistan, but India
is already present in any context banking on Russian collaboration.
Pakistan’s scramble for regional importance is obvious. Pakistan is still
slow to understand that the world might have gone multipolar financially but
the world is still unipolar militarily.
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Your View
Sindh Governor House

Zia’s death
APROPOS the report on Gen Ziaul Haq’s assassination (August 17), I

PRIME Minister Imran Khan and his team want to convert the PM

would like to add that all circumstantial evidence suggests that Zia’s as-

House, Presidency and the Governor Houses in the provincial capi-

sassination was a coup from within his own constituency. The fact that

tals into institutions of higher learning, citing that expenditures on their

nobody was held responsible and sacked shows there was a major

upkeep is a waste. The PPP is opposed to this idea. The Sindh cabi-

cover-up by the people left behind at the helm of affairs. Cracks in Zia’s

net favours converting the Governor House in Karachi into a museum

constituency started becoming evident when the Junejo government

instead of a university. I urge the PTI and PPP to end their quarrel

went ahead and signed the Geneva Accords on Afghanistan in April

and reach a compromise. The facility should be converted into a mu-

1988, despite Zia’s opposition.It is in my knowledge that newspapers

seum with additional function of a centre for continuing education for

were asked by the Zia regime to underplay the Geneva negotiations.

officers and executives of government and private organisations and

This led me to ask Zain Noorani, then Minister of State for Foreign Af-

for members of the provincial assembly and officers of local bodies.

fairs, what gave them the courage to defy Ziaul Haq. After a bit of coax-

Courses and workshops can be held on environment preservation,

ing, he said that the Geneva Accords had support from within the army.

conflict resolution, urban-rural harmony, public policy, health sector is-

On August 14, 1988, the opposition parties held a public meeting at

sues, food security, transportation and traffic management etc. The

Rawalpindi in which retired Gen. Tikka Khan, who was PPP secretary-

location of the Governor House in Karachi is ideal for the purpose as

general, said that the mammoth turnout in the garrison city of

it is in close vicinity to the offices of potential beneficiaries.

Rawalpindi showed that Zia’s constituency was not with him. Three

Arif Kazmi

days later, his plane crashed. There was no panic after Zia’s death.

Karachi

Everything started falling in the right slot with Ghulam Ishaq Khan taking over as president and Gen. Aslam Beg as army chief. There were
reports at the time that the FBI team coming to probe the plane crash
because the American ambassador and a brigadier general had died in

Admission criteria

the same crash was recalled even before reaching Pakistan. This gave

THE Virtual University of Pakistan (VU) is offering courses for a two-

credence to the theory that Americans were unhappy with Zia because

year Masters of Science (MSc) programme in mathematics. In order

he was backing Gulbuddin Hikmatyar’s Hezb-i-Islami.

to be eligible, applicants need to have taken math-A and math-B
Babar Ayaz

courses during their Bachelors. According to the prospectus of the

Karachi

Quaid-i-Azam University Islamabad, eligibility criteria for admission
to MSc Mathematics are “BA/BSc with math-A and math-B course
(applied mathematics and pure mathematics) or mathematics (general) with physics or math-B course“. The ambiguous eligibility crite-

KP medical entry test

ria of VU deprive all those eligible candidates, who have studied

THE entry test for admission to the MBBS/BDS programmes in universities
of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, scheduled to be held on July 15, was postponed
due to rains. It was rescheduled for August 19. Students were greatly dis-

mathematics (general) with physics. The math-B course is equivalent to physics. The VU authorities should amend the eligibility criteria on their website before opening admissions in August.
Aftab Ahmed Solangi

turbed by mismanagement by the authorities concerned. The authorities

Khairpur

should have prepared for such a situation, as one can access the weather
forecast with great ease. Furthermore, on the previously scheduled date,
many students had their mobile phones inside examination halls, which
might have been used to cheat. Some students were also noticed meeting
the staff on duty in the test centres with some staff members being relatives
of the students. Such an environment in the examination halls will not only
create doubts about the credibility of the test itself, but will also discourage
hardworking candidates. In response to queries, the Educational Testing
and Evaluation Agency said that their only responsibility was to conduct the
test and announce its results, and they had nothing to do with other
arrangements. The ultimate responsibility falls on the shoulders of the Khyber Medical University (KMU) and the provincial government.
Rashid Ahmad
Mingora
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Bilawal’s speech
PAKISTAN Peoples Party Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari gave
a speech on the floor of the house on the occasion of the election of the prime minister. In my opinion he spoke eloquently and
his address was mature, short and to the point. One wishes that
his illustrious mother was alive to see her young and wellgroomed son delivering his maiden speech in parliament. It
would have made her proud to see him following in the footsteps
of Benazir and Zulfikar Ali Bhutto.
S. Khalid
Islamabad
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The debate over people’s pathway
into the Americas heats up

As waters rise, coastal megacities
like Mumbai face catastrophe

Bruce Bower

Katy Daigle

Despite recently getting a cold shoulder from some researchers, a longstanding idea that North America’s
first settlers entered the continent via
an ice-free inland corridor boasts
more scientific support than any other
proposal, an international team says.
New World colonizers from Asia may also have traveled by canoe down
the Northwest Pacific Coast and perhaps much farther, as critics of the icefree corridor hypothesis have argued. But less evidence supports that possibility, archaeologist Ben Potter of the University of Alaska Fairbanks and
colleagues argue in a research review published online August 8 in Science
Advances. Whatever route they took, people didn’t reach North America
until after 16,000 years ago as temperatures rose near the end of the Ice
Age and shoreline food sources expanded, the interdisciplinary group concludes. Widespread human occupations appeared in the Americas by about
13,500 years ago. Sites from this time were inhabited by the Clovis people,
best known for long, triangular spearpoints used in hunting big game.
Advocates of a primarily coastal migration, however, have suggested that
shoreline-hugging seafarers entered the Americas much earlier, with
some archaeological evidence putting people in South America by nearly
20,000 years ago. These researchers point to a study of plant and animal
DNA from ancient lake beds that indicates an interior passageway through
the North American Arctic could not have provided enough food until
about 12,600 years ago.
Potter’s group refers to opposing evidence suggesting that the presence of
edible plants and prey, such as bison, could have sustained human treks
through an Arctic opening even earlier than the oldest known Clovis groups.
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Climate change is raising sea levels,
while also making storms more severe
and bringing heavier rains to some
places. For densely populated cities
like Mumbai — the financial heart of
India, which is the world’s fastestgrowing major economy — those risks
threaten to throw personal incomes and national economies into chaos.
“The challenge is getting people to prepare for a risk they can’t yet see,”
says Stéphane Hallegatte, lead economist at the World Bank’s Global Facility or Disaster Reduction and Recovery in Washington, D.C. “A very tiny
change in sea level can have an enormous impact on risk levels,” he adds.
By 2005, coastal city flooding cost the world an average of $6 billion a year,
according to calculations by Hallegatte and colleagues. Even if humankind
manages to limit the release of carbon dioxide enough to keep global
warming to an average 2 degrees Celsius above preindustrial levels —
which is highly unlikely — seas will still rise by a global average of about
20 centimeters by 2050, if not more. That’s enough to more than double
the frequency of flooding in the tropics, where Mumbai is located, according to a 2017 paper in Scientific Reports.
Global losses from coastal flooding may surpass $1 trillion annually by
2050 unless coastal cities prepare, Hallegatte’s team says. That projection
is actually conservative, because it doesn’t include damage from other climate-related flood risks such as heavier rains and stronger storms. Last
year, Hurricane Harvey’s extreme rainfall, probably fueled by climate
change, caused $125 billion in flood losses in Houston. And in Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands, Hurricane Maria caused $90 billion in damages, mostly from winds.
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Weak grip may signal health trouble even in kids
Robert Preidt
Weak grip strength in children may point to a higher risk of such health
problems as diabetes and heart disease, new research suggests.
In a new study that followed children from 4th grade through 5th grade, a
grip-strength test was given to the students at the start of the study. The
researchers said that nearly 28 percent of the boys and 20 percent of the
girls were classified as having weak grips. During the study period, those
children with weak grips were over three times more likely to remain in
poor health or to have declines in health than those with strong grips.
Previous studies have shown that muscle weakness as measured by grip
strength is a predictor of poor health in adults, but this is the first to do so
in children, according to senior study author Paul Gordon. He is chair of
health, human performance and recreation at Baylor University's College
of Health and Human Sciences. "What we know about today's kids is that
because of the prevalence of obesity, they are more at risk for developing
pre-diabetes and cardiovascular disease than previous generations," Gordon said in a university news release.

courage healthy eating and aerobic exercise for children, these findings
suggest that it's also important to promote muscle strength, he added.

"This study gives multiple snapshots over time that provide more insight
about grip strength and future risks for developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease," Gordon said. "Low grip strength could be used to predict
cardiometabolic risk and to identify adolescents who would benefit from
lifestyle changes to improve muscular fitness." While it's common to en-

"Given that grip strength is a simple indicator for all-cause death, cardiovascular death and cardiovascular disease in adults, future research is certainly warranted to better understand how weakness during childhood
tracks into and throughout adulthood," Gordon said. "Testing grip strength
is simple, non-invasive and can easily be done in a health care profes-

Fluoride crucial to prevent cavities
Kathleen Doheny
If your toothpaste is fluoride-free, brushing and flossing alone aren't enough
to keep cavities away, according to a recent study.
The fluoride is what helps you avoid cavities, says lead researcher Philippe
Hujoel, PhD, a Seattle periodontist and professor of oral health sciences at
the University of Washington. "It's not (simply) keeping the teeth cleaner." For
years, dental professionals have debated the importance of the ''clean tooth''
hypothesis versus the ''sound tooth'' hypothesis in preventing cavities.
Those in the first camp say good oral hygiene will remove the sticky film of
acid-producing plaque that breaks down the enamel and allows cavity-causing
bacteria to invade the teeth. Others argue that brushing and flossing, no matter
how intense, isn't enough to prevent cavities. ''The plaque is inaccessible and
you can't get to it," Hujoel says. While oral hygiene may help a bit, it's the fluoride that makes the difference in getting to the plaque and preventing cavities,
he says. Cavities begin in tiny cracks and crevices in the enamel. Exactly how
fluoride helps prevent cavities is not certain, according to Hujoel. "There is
some evidence it may inhibit the enzymes that break down the tooth," he says.
In general, experts believe fluoride helps restore minerals to the enamel, helps
strengthen the tooth, and even helps reverse the early cavity process.

Two were conducted in the U.S. and one in England. None were funded by
commercial companies. Researchers assigned children in the studies to an
intense oral hygiene group or to a usual hygiene group of brushing and flossing. In the intense group in all three studies, the children had supervision of
their oral hygiene, with plaque removal, at school, but no fluoride toothpaste
was used at school.

While fluoride has been recommended for years, Hujoel's team wanted to focus
on the intensity of oral hygiene to see if it made a difference in cavity prevention.
They searched the published medical literature from 1950 to 2017 and found three
randomized clinical trials, including 743 preteens and teens, that were sound
enough to include and analyze. Follow-up ranged from about 2½ to 3 years.

In the U.K. study, all used toothpaste with fluoride at home. Some in the U.S.
studies used fluoride toothpaste and some did not at home, Hujoel says. While
the design was not ideal, the key point was to compare intense hygiene with
less intense hygiene, he says. Two studies were done in communities with
nonfluoridated water supplies.
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The Guardians

The Negotiator

Peter Bradshaw

Nick De Semlyen

The gender divide of this
movie, and its whole point,
are clearer in the original
French title: Les Gardiennes,
the female guardians, the
women who worked the land
in France during the First
World War. This richly compassionate, fiercely acted and beautifully shot period drama is about the
second conflict, the battle of wills on the home front, as its characters
struggle to maintain a family farm in the Deux-Sèvres region of western
France.
A way of life, with its Hardyesque seasonal rhythms of sowing and reaping, is minutely, sumptuously depicted. But all the time in the background
– in the letters home, in the muttered hints of the grim-faced men on
leave and their shellshocked dreams – is the horror of war. Those seasonal rhythms come to include regular visits from officials with telegrams.
The Guardians is directed by Xavier Beauvois, terrifically shot by cinematographer Caroline Champetier, and adapted by Beauvois,
Frédérique Moreau and the film’s editor Marie-Julie Maille from a 1924
novel by Ernest Pérochon, the teacher, Goncourt-winning author and
first world war veteran who in 1940 refused to collaborate with the Vichy
regime, had his books banned and finally died of a heart attack brought
on by the stress of daily Gestapo harassment.

The Darkest Minds
Amy West
The Darkest Minds feels
late to the party. A film
based on a YA novel,
coming out three years
after The Hunger Games
ended, that — despite all
evidence to the contrary
— is banking on the
trend not being quite over yet.
The set-up, whizzed past in an exposition-heavy opening, is that almost all children have died. The survivors, however, exhibit superhuman abilities and so have been forced into concentration camps by
fearful adults. But the film really begins when Ruby (Stenberg), a
powerful 16-year-old, breaks out of the oppressive facility using her
skills in manipulation and teams up with three similarly special people
to seek out a fabled safe haven. What follows is equally rushed. The
youngest member of the group — Zu (Miya Cech), who can control
electricity — bonds with Ruby instantaneously; telekinetic leader Liam
(Harris Dickinson, who turns in the best performance of the bunch)
falls for her at first glance, while hyper-intelligent Chubs (Skylan
Brooks) rolls his eyes from the sidelines. The four leads have undeniable chemistry, but obstacles such as Ruby’s desire to abandon her
newfound friends, aggressive bounty hunter Lady Jane (Gwendoline
Christie), and eventually a foreseeable big bad, are all overcome so
quickly, it becomes frustratingly predictable.
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In director Brad Anderson’s
most famous film, 2004’s The
Machinist, a mega-gaunt Christian Bale plays a man who
hasn’t slept for months. Jon
Hamm hasn’t similarly transformed his body for Anderson’s
latest, The Negotiator (released under the better title Beirut in the US),
but he too looks like he’s dying to spend some quality time with a pillow.
Playing Mason Skiles, an ace American diplomat who’s been crushed
by a personal tragedy, the Mad Men star has been gifted his best bigscreen leading-man role to date (which is actually not saying that
much) and is utterly convincing as a hollowed-out sad-sack drowning
in grief and bourbon — says a government wonk to her colleague
about Skiles at one point: “They had to pour him onto the plane.”
An interesting character, then, and a script with some smart dialogue
by Tony Gilroy, but the film itself is not quite so compelling. Striving to
be a more adult version of the Bourne films — the fourth of which
Gilroy directed, writing three more — it’s a jittery tale of spycraft that
takes us on a tour of war-torn Beirut in 1982, but it’s still overly familiar
stuff. After a prologue set ten years earlier, showing happier days for
Skiles as a schmoozy embassy host, we are yanked into the future to
find him reluctantly drawn back from America for one last job.

BlacKkKlansman
Helen O'hara
The premise of Spike Lee’s
latest — a black man joins the
Ku Klux Klan — sounds so
unlikely it had to be based on
a true story. Taken from the
1970s-set memoirs of an undercover police detective, this
story’s weirdest flourishes
come from fact and its resonance from current news stories. While 2001’s
The Believer mined a somewhat similar story for tragedy, this one is both
a hilarious romp and a devastating indictment of our own time.
Ron Stallworth (Washington) is the first African-American hired by the
Colorado Springs Police Department. After a small undercover success, he impulsively calls the local Ku Klux Klan and announces he
hates all non-white people and wants to join. When he’s invited to meet
them in person, he persuades fellow officer Flip Zimmerman (Driver)
to play his white counterpart.
It’s almost unbelievable, but Stallworth really did get on the phone to
the Klan’s Grand Wizard David Duke (played here by Topher Grace).
That sort of sheer unlikelihood makes for some of the film’s laughs.
But there’s creeping dread too, with Lee mining tension as the duo
close in on their targets as suspicions about them grow. But beneath
the entertainment this is dense social and political commentary.
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No Spin: My Autobiography

The Fates Divide

Shane Warne

Veronica Roth

From the start of his glittering career in
1992, to his official retirement from all formats of the game in 2013, Shane Warne
has long desired to tell his incredible
story without compromise. No Spin is that
very story. It will offer a compelling intimate voice, true insight and a pitch-side
seat to one of cricket’s finest eras, making this one of the ultimate must-have
sports autobiographies.
Shane is not only one of the greatest living cricket legends: he is as close as the
game has had since Botham to a maverick genius on the field and a true rebel spirit off it, who always gives audiences what they want. Despite being the talismanic thorn in England’s
side for nearly two decades of regular Ashes defeats, he was also much
loved in the UK where he played cricket for Hampshire. He’s also a
much-admired figure in India and South Africa. Alongside his mesmerising genius as a bowler, Shane has often been a controversial figure and
in this book he's talk with brutal honesty about some of the most challenging times in his life as a player. Honest, thoughtful, fearless and
loved by millions, Shane is always his own man and this book is a testament to his brilliant career.

In the second book of the Carve the
Mark duology, globally bestselling Divergent author Veronica Roth reveals
how Cyra and Akos fulfill their fates.
The Fates Divide is a richly imagined
tale of hope and resilience told in four
stunning perspectives.
The lives of Cyra Noavek and Akos
Kereseth are ruled by their fates, spoken by the oracles at their births. The
fates, once determined, are inescapable. Akos is in love with Cyra, in
spite of his fate: He will die in service
to Cyra’s family. And when Cyra’s father, Lazmet Noavek—a soulless
tyrant, thought to be dead—reclaims the Shotet throne, Akos believes
his end is closer than ever.
As Lazmet ignites a barbaric war, Cyra and Akos are desperate to stop
him at any cost. For Cyra, that could mean taking the life of the man
who may—or may not—be her father. For Akos, it could mean giving
his own. In a stunning twist, the two will discover how fate defines their
lives in ways most unexpected.

Us Against You

Camino Island

Fredrik Backman

John Grisham

Tucked in a forest in the frozen north,
Beartown's residents are tough and
hardworking.
They don't expect life to be easy, but
they do expect it to be fair. Which is
why the sudden loss of their hockey
players to the rival town of Hed hurts.
Everyone needs something to cheer
for in the long winter nights. Now they
have nothing.
So when a new star player arrives,
Coach Peter sees an opportunity to rebuild the team - to take on Hed and restore Beartown's fortunes. But not
everyone in town sees it his way. As the big game between both towns
approaches, the rivalry turns bitter and all too real.
Once the stands rumbled with threats to 'kill' and 'ruin' each other, but
the residents didn't mean it. Now they do. By the time the last goal is
scored, someone in Beartown will be dead. Us Against You is the story
of two towns, two teams and what it means to believe in something bigger than yourself. It's about how people come together - sometimes in
anger, often in sorrow, but also through love. And how, when we stand
together, we can bring a town back to life.
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All trails became dead-ends. Tips that
had at first seemed urgent now faded
away. The waiting game began. Whoever had the manuscripts would want
money and a lot of it.
They would surface eventually, but
where and when and how much would
they want? The most daring and devastating heist in literary history targets a
high security vault located deep beneath Princeton University. Valued at
$25 million (though some would say
priceless) the five manuscripts of F
Scott Fitzgerald's only novels are amongst the most valuable in the
world.
After an initial flurry of arrests, both they and the ruthless gang of
thieves who took them have vanished without trace. Dealing in stolen
books is a dark business and few are initiated to its arts - which puts
Bruce Kable right on the FBI's Rare Asset Recovery Unit's watch list.
A struggling writer burdened by debts, Mercer Mann spent summers
on Florida's idyllic Camino Island as a kid, in her grandmother's beach
cottage. Now she is being made an offer she can't refuse: to return to
the peace of the island, to write her novel - and get close to a certain
infamous bookseller and his interesting collection of manuscripts.
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